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About This Content

This DLC pack includes the following items:

Accessories
Mini Festival Shrine, Eggplant, Cucumber, Battle axe, Headdress, Sign Set, Bright Ban 5d3b920ae0 

Title: SENRAN KAGURA Peach Beach Splash - Mega Accessory Pack
Genre: Action

Developer:
Tamsoft

Publisher:
XSEED Games, Marvelous USA, Inc.

Franchise:
SENRAN KAGURA

Release

English,French,Japanese,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese

Handful of extra accessories, most are what-you-see-is-what-you-get based on the screenshots, except for a few. First
off, the balloon accessory is a solid, stationary object with no jiggle bones, so no there is no reaction to movement. The

storm cloud and rainbow accessories are animated. Rain drops fall down with the cloud and the rainbow has an aura
glow effect with a few animated sparkles thrown in. Biggest selling point in the pack might be the food items, the

animated accessories (mentioned above), the ninja weapons, and the legwarmers. Price is a bit much for the value, but
it's worth it if at a discount.. Handful of extra accessories, most are what-you-see-is-what-you-get based on the

screenshots, except for a few. First off, the balloon accessory is a solid, stationary object with no jiggle bones, so no
there is no reaction to movement. The storm cloud and rainbow accessories are animated. Rain drops fall down with the
cloud and the rainbow has an aura glow effect with a few animated sparkles thrown in. Biggest selling point in the pack
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might be the food items, the animated accessories (mentioned above), the ninja weapons, and the legwarmers. Price is a
bit much for the value, but it's worth it if at a discount.. Handful of extra accessories, most are what-you-see-is-what-you-
get based on the screenshots, except for a few. First off, the balloon accessory is a solid, stationary object with no jiggle
bones, so no there is no reaction to movement. The storm cloud and rainbow accessories are animated. Rain drops fall
down with the cloud and the rainbow has an aura glow effect with a few animated sparkles thrown in. Biggest selling
point in the pack might be the food items, the animated accessories (mentioned above), the ninja weapons, and the

legwarmers. Price is a bit much for the value, but it's worth it if at a discount.
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